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Market Recap
The quarter started with general concerns related to both contagion risks from destabilization within 
the regional banking sector and with the path of interest rates tied to the Federal Reserve’s tightening of 
monetary policy. Volatility in rates continued with 2- and 10-year rates moving higher by 87 and 37 basis 
points (bps) to end the quarter at 4.9% and 3.84%, respectively. For the municipal market, the Bloomberg 
IG Tax-Exempt Index and the Bloomberg Taxable Muni Index produced results for the quarter of -.102% 
and -.433%, respectively1. 

1 Bloomberg, Barclays, AAM, Refinitiv
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Sector Resilience to Challenging Technicals 
Tax-Exempts faced an almost perfect storm of weakening technical forces due to a resurgence in 
mutual fund outflows on higher-rate concerns and slowing of reinvestment flows. Additionally, 
further headwinds were tied to selling pressure due to both expensive relative valuation levels for the 
sector versus taxable alternatives and bank-related selling tied to the bank failures of Signature Bank 
and Silicon Valley Bank. The liquidation in municipal securities from these banks during the quarter 
amounted to ~$7 Billion, with the majority of these assets in the tax-exempt sector2. 

Most of the headwinds related to the weakening technicals occurred between mid-April to the 
end of May, where 2 and 10yr tax-exempt rates increased by 80 and 50bps, respectively. Relative 
underperformance was particularly acute, with tax-adjusted spreads to Treasuries during this period 
widening by 75 and 56bps in 2 and 10yrs, respectively. However, over the last month of the quarter, 
technicals improved significantly on very strong June 1st reinvestment flows of coupons/calls/
maturities, along with a very manageable new issue calendar that led to tax-adjusted spreads in 2 and 
10yrs to tighten by 67 and 30 bps, respectively3.

For taxable munis, bank selling pressure was also evident. The market cleared ~$2.3 billion in taxable 
municipal securities across the FDIC bid list activity and the liquidation that occurred across the First  
Republic Bank holdings, as well. The sector absorbed the increased secondary supply activity and 
spreads actually contracted sharply during the quarter. After reaching their widest point of the year 
at the end of the 1st quarter, ‘AAA’ spreads in 3, 5, and 10yrs moved tighter by 31, 29 and 28 bps, 
respectively, by the end of the 2nd quarter4. 

Outlook Remains Constructive
Even with the sharp improvement in relative valuations across taxables and tax-exempts, the outlook 
remains constructive across both sectors. Supply technicals remains supportive of current valuation 
levels. New issuance of debt remains at depressed levels, with YTD issuance down 20% on a year-
over-year basis through the end of the 2nd quarter. Muted refinancing activity continues to provide a 
significant drag on both overall issuance and on taxable muni supply. The elevated rate environment 
has contributed to overall refunding activity declining by 26%. Monthly taxable muni issuance, which 
was heavily influenced by refinancing of tax-exempt debt from 2019 to 2021 with an average of over 
$10 Billion per month, declined by 58% to $4.2 Billion in 2022. That average fell another 33% to $2.8 
Billion for 2023, and with rates expected to remain elevated over the balance of the year, issuance 
from this segment should remain muted5.

2 Lipper, Bloomberg, Bond Buyer
3 Bloomberg, Refinitiv
4 AAM, Bloomberg
5 Bond Buyer
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Credit Provides Defensive Support
From a credit perspective, underlying fundamentals are also expected to provide support. State 
revenues that experienced sharp increases with growth rates of 16.5% and 16.3% in fiscal years 
2021 and 2022, respectively, have contributed to record levels of reserve balances. Total balances 
incorporating budget stabilization fund and general fund balances reached a record of $399 Billion 
or 37.3% of general fund expenditures in fiscal 2022. Revenue growth is expected to moderate to 
declines of .3% and .7% for fiscal years 2023 and 2024, respectively, and that’s expected to reduce 
the reserve levels in fiscal 2024 to 22.8% of general fund expenditures. That remains a very healthy 
level and provides states with substantial levels of liquidity and budget flexibility going into a potential 
economic slowdown over the balance of 20236. 

Relative Valuations Support Taxable Munis
Although taxable muni spreads have performed well during the 2nd quarter, we still view taxable muni 
spreads as attractive. As of this writing, 10yr ‘AAA’ taxable spreads versus ‘A’-rated low beta corporates 
are ~15 bps wide to historical relationships between the sectors. Spreads of taxable muni yields to tax-
adjusted tax-exempt yields (21% corporate rate) are also very attractive, with yield advantages of 125, 
136 and 151 bps in 3, 5, and 10yrs, respectively. For insurance company portfolios, we continue to 
advocate for a sector rotation out of tax-exempts and into taxable munis across the yield curve7. 

Exhibit 1: Tax-Exempt Relative Valuation Levels

Source: Refinitiv Municipal Market Data, Bloomberg, AAM

6 National Association of State Budget Officers
7 AAM, Bloomberg, Refinitiv
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Exhibit 2: Taxable Munis: Compelling Alternative to Tax-Exempts

Source: Refinitiv Municipal Market Data, Bloomberg, AAM

*21% Corp Rate Tax-Adjusted at a Factor of 1.19
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